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2019 06 19 Daily Assassination Attempts on Equity Lawyer Edward William Ellis as 
Urgent Appointment with Kidney Specialist Dr Lever at Queens Hospital in Mental 
Health Sectioning 

Dr Lever, Clinical lead Kidney Specialist, Queens Hospital Romford Essex, dictated 
to Mr Ellis’s GP, Dr Bukhara, that Edward’s Kidney appointment would be brought 
forward from end of July to 19th June without notice and Dr Lever would see him 
straight away if he attended the Ambulatory Care Unit and informed reception.

I had warned Edward prior to attending that it was most likely related to the failed 
Mental Health Fraud visit a day earlier at 450 New North Road, Hainault Essex IG6 
3EB, UK when two men and a woman had attended 18 June 2019 between 9.20 to 
9.40am in a Mental Health Assessment Assassination, see CCTV footage.  There 
was a recent telephone rejection by Mr Ellis that he did not require their services.  
These attempts date back to 2018 in Brighton under the guise of Kidney failure.  
Assassinations are often disguised as medical conditions, with a Mental Health 
Fraud to isolate Whistleblowers to deny witnesses in Contempt of Witness Protection 
in the UK.

On 11th June 2019, two women had attended the same address at 10.47pm, see 
CCTV, in a failed kidnap attempt on World’s top Cancer Cure Genius, Lynda Thyer, 
who was subsequently sectioned in a Mental Health Fraud at Derriford Hospital in 
Plymouth and disappeared off the ward.

At 12.15pm on 19 June, I arranged for Whistleblower Citizen and Corruption 
Claimant, Deborah Sampson to act as a witness at no notice, which she kindly 
agreed to do.  I was afraid of my own safety as well as Edwards and needed a 
witness.  She arrived at 2pm

Deborah & Edward were dropped off at the entrance around 2.30pm and I joined 
them 30 minutes later after parking the car.  In that time, Edward and Deborah had 
informed the reception to call Dr Lever.  Apparently, there were no records of Edward 
meeting Dr Lever on the system as often is the case with NHS Disappearances for 
NHS Assassinations.  

Deborah walked in with Edward around 2.30pm and left at 3pm, so the CCTV picked 
up that Edward was alone.  I was speaking to another patient so it was not apparent 
that I was with Edward.

They were treating it as him presenting himself without being called to attend at short 
notice.  

Edward was called into the triage room through a security door and on the left.  He 
appeared about 20 minutes later after having given a blood sample and having 
nursing tests.



Edward was called in again after 15 minutes, as the security door took about 15 
seconds to close, I darted in after Edward had been escorted into a small room 6ft x 
6ft to the right with a similar security door which was closed behind them as I entered 
a secured area size 2ft x 6ft at the door.  The triage team were unaware of my 
having got in (earlier, I heard only patients were allowed in to exclude witnesses)

I stood at the door during part of the consultation,  I could not help but hear Edward 
shouting “I do not consent to Mental Health” and “I’ll finish”  - I switched on my phone 
to record and tried to open the door but it had a pin code security lock and so I 
knocked.  

[On the recording, the knocking is audible as well as the entire conversation.  This 
was made public within 30 minutes.  A video was made of Edward and I as we ran 
off the hospital grounds.]

As I entered, Edward told the doctor my name and stated that he wished me to sit in 
the consultation.  The doctor was shaking but pretending to be pleased.

The doctor tried to backtrack from the mental health fraud by saying Edwards 
kidneys were a concern and that he had communications from a psychiatrist and 
kidney doctor ?Madermot McGordon, Royal Sussex County Hospital in Brighton 
regarding Mental Health issues.  I asked what the Creatinine was, he said 791, and it 
was 686 in March, which is 10% kidney function.  

I informed De Lever that Edward had joined a gym and was swimming 36 lengths 
every other day and walking for 3 miles each time but not drinking enough fluids.  

He said that was very helpful.  He then stated that he would admit Edward against 
his wishes and consent.  

I stated that he would seek an Independent Second Opinion and I doubted that the 
blood result was accurate or his.

Edward accused the doctor of enforcing a Mental Health Fraud after proceeds of 
crime in a medical diagnosis fraud which has been subject to a blackmail and 
criminal investigation without any delusional or mental health issues evidence.  

Dr Lever accepted he was acting outside his remit in the Mental Health Fraud as the 
Clinical lead Kidney Specialist but continued to impersonate a Psychiatrist.  This 
proves that he is the assassin who oversees all critically ill patients under the guise 
of kidney failure in end life patients where my mother was murdered with 20 others 
on the A & E Emergency ward.  

Dr Lever, stated “I’m going to call somebody else”, then he pressed a button and 
said “Can I have somebody else”.  I understood that to be a code for a Mental Health 
Team.  Dr Lever then asked the staff in the triage room to assist him in a sectioning.  
They replied “Do you want us to section him?”.  At this point we made a quick exit 
using fire exit doors nearest to the main exit.



We were chased outside the hospital for 50 metres by a 6ft 2” tall Irish Doctor, 
“fingered” by Dr Lever to follow us to delay our exit until the mental health team 
arrived, Clearly the new Assassin recruit from Ireland was pleading with Edward to 
stop and talk to him to assist in the assassination.  

Edward was clearly in shock that the Kidney specialist was impersonating a 
psychiatrist.  I had earlier warned Edward, that the same Dr Lever had put the DNR 
on my late sister, Sadhana Chaudhari in June 2018, and it was Edward’s documents 
to the CEO which had it reversed.  Sadhana’s Cancer worsened during the 10 day 
admission as she was denied her natural treatments whilst admitted.  

The Maternity Department which was shut down at King George Hospital where my 
late sister’s baby, Sunaina Chaudhari, was murdered and mutilated (in the care of 
Redbridge Social Services in 2000), then moved to Queens Hospital when it was 
built around that time.  Queens hospital has a design whereby patients can easily be 
isolated and kidnapped for the purposes of secret training and research.  The design 
is such that doctors have back door entrances and exits, patients can easily be 
“locked out”  of public areas into the shadow corridors leading to the secret research 
and training sections.

Edward was not aware that the doctor was staging a Mental Health Sectioning Fraud 
by provoking him into a rage for the purposes of a Kidney admission in an 
assassination under the pretence of a Kidney dialysis or a Kidney transplant in a 
Murder Ritual attended by the Unseen Ones of Secret Societies who are running all 
public services from 66 Great Queen Street in London, UK, next door to Barnard 
Marcus Auction Rooms where my home was auctioned and purchased by an influx 
of these “Unseen Ones”  from next door despite my informing them it was a stolen 
property.  

They have no names, no bank accounts, no internet, no address - all hidden under 
charities and Philanthropy - all decisions to run all the countries in the world are 
made from these HQ’s.  They use the proceeds of crime to house their new recruits 
into the Criminal Empire through the churches and charities.

Please Note: If Edward had attended by himself, he would 100% have been 
disappeared and the family and friends misinformed of the cause of Death.  My 
Black dad Dr Akena Adoko, informed me that when he attended such an “urgent’ Out 
Patients Appointment at Kings College Hospital in Denmark Hill, in Dec 2012, he was 
admitted and put on a DNR (which I had on a previous occasion reversed).  

He said he was taken “places” in the middle of the night “there were hundreds of 
them staring at me, I was so scared” - then he died unexpectedly in the middle of the 
night, after his niece had witnessed his improvement the night before.  Just as my 
baby niece was found with semen in her mouth, a bruise under her tongue and a 
blister on her lips, whilst in the care of Redbrige Social Services.  There tortures 
were not rare as the death rate dropped by 30% at King George Hospital after its 
maternity department was shut down from high death rates and unlawful organ 
removal.  

There is no doubt that Dr Adoko was tortured during one of these night trips.  He had 



also told me that a man had entered his cubicle curtains and injected him in the arm 
in a few seconds on 2 occasions at Kings College Hospital, a few days before his 
death.

I am unable to stay at 450 New North Road when there is no-one else there.  I am 
not contactable by phone or internet due to risk of kidnap, disappearance and 
ongoing State Terrorism.

What is stated above is true

Citizen, Corruption Claimant & Protected Witness 
Ms Neelu Berry (Chaudhari)


